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Imagine this…
The sun is shining, the crystal clear river beneath you
flows calmly, pulling you along. The serenity of this
perfectly isolated part of the world embraces you. As you
paddle calmly around a bend, your eyes gain focus on
something in the distance. Bubbling white water appears
in front of you not 50 metres from where you stand atop
your board. Your adrenaline kicks in, and you begin to
mentally prepare for what lies ahead. You prepare your
body with a roll of the shoulders, and a stretch of the
neck.
As you paddle towards the rapids that are readily waiting
your arrival like a mother with open arms, you know from
that point you have the skills, and trust your equipment is
going to pull you through to the other end in one piece.
You know this because you are confidently paddling an
Imagine Surf Rapidfire Inflatable Stand-Up Paddleboard.

They boast clever built-in design features that
make Imagine Surf’s boards the best option
for anything stand up. From the double skin
DLX construction that provides durability and
rigidity, multipole grab handles located on all
areas of the board, to the cargo bungees or the
kick up skeg that prevents you getting snagged
in shallow waters, Imagine Surf have thought of
everything.
At 9’6” x 36” x 6” the Rapidfire is built with
progressive rocker and outline providing
manoeuvrability and stability to allow you to
make the moves needed to negotiate down a
technical section of river.
The 11ft Inflatable Angler board has a universal
accessory mount so you can mount your GPS,
Fish-finder, or Action Cam. You can even rig a
windsurf sail to get you to your destination in a
breeze. It also comes with fishing rod holders
and stake-out loops so you can drop an anchor
and bring home dinner. The 10’ x 37” x 6” Inferno
is a board designed for on water Yoga and
Fitness. SUP’ing can be great for core workouts
and endurance conditioning; this board takes it
to the next level.
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The Icon is a great all-rounder and the DLX
Windsurf model option includes all the premium
features of the Icon DLX but you also get a
mounting plate used to fasten the Imagine Surf
windsurf base.
Their Connector & Mission models have options
available to them like snap in Surf or Race fins,
and are the perfect board for entry level or next
level advanced boarders.
Imagine Surf began in 2006, started by a
handful of surfers and paddlers, and their
product philosophy is simple. They build boards
they want to paddle. Imagine Surf is one of the
most fun, authentic, and exciting paddleboard
brands on the market.
Web: www.imaginesurf.com
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Imagine Surf products are second to none.
If you are going to take on the challenge of
running rivers, creeks or oceans on a SUP, then
you choose the right equipment. All of their
Inflatable SUPs have one thing in common.
They have all been developed and tested by
a crew of the best White Water SUP paddlers in
the world.

